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FLUID MECHANICS AND PNEUIVIATICS
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(Manirnum marks: 100)

PART - A

(Maxitnun madrs: l0)

Ans.wer c// questions in one or two senterrces.

l. Define density of fluid-

2. What is meant by pressue head ?

3. State Continuity Eqrution

4. Defire fluid power.

5. What is meant by hydraulic circuit ?

Each question carries 2 marks.

PART - B

(Marimum marks: 30)

Ansrer xry five of &e following questions. Each questicr caries 6 marks.

l. State and explain Newton's law of Mscosity.

2. Explain Atnoqpheric pr€$illre, Absolrtr€ prcssur€ and Gauge Prcssure.

3. State and explain Bemoulli's tlrcorem for liquids.

4. E*plain hydraulic co+fficients.

5. Explain limhar flow and tubulent flow.

6. What are the purposes of hydraulic fluiOs t
7. What are the advantages of a pneumatic system ?

fTime: 3 hours

Marks

(5x2 = l0)

(5x6 = 30)

PART - C

(Maximum ma*s : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

(a) If ttre specific gravity of one litoe of a liquid is 0.8, Calculate its dorsity, specific

weighg specific voltnne ard weigfrt 8

(b) Determine the total prcs$re on a circular plate of diameter 2m which is placed

vertically in water in such a way that the cenft of the plate is 4 m below the free

surface of water. 7
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(a) A simple manometer containirig mercury is used to determine the pressure of oil

of specific gavity 0.8 flowing in a pipe. Its right limb is open to afrnosphere and

left limb is ponnected to the prpe. The cente of the pipp is mmm below the level

of mercury in the right limb. If the difference of mercury level in *re two limbs are

ls0mm, find the pressure of oil in the ptpe.

O) A rectangular plane surface is 3m wide and 5m deep. It lies in a vertical plane in

water. Determine the total pressure when its upper edge is horizontal and coincides

with the water surface.

UNrr - II

(a) A prpe of diameter 200mm conveys 2500 tites of water per minute and has a

pressure of 20kN/m2 at a certain section. Find the total head with respect to a

datum 5m below the ptpe.

(b) A horizontal venhrimeter l60mm x 80mm is used to measure the flow of oil of
specific gravity 0.8. The reading of differential manometer connected to the inlet

and throat is 50mm of mercury. Determine the rate of flow. Tiake Cd : 0.95

On

(a) Water flows thnough a prpe of 200mm diameter 60rn long with a velocrty of 2.5 m/s.

Find the head lost due to friction.

(i) Using Darcy's Equation, if f : 0.005

(ii) Using Chezy's Equation, when C : 55

(b) The head of water over the centne of an orifice of diameter 40 mm is l0m.

What is the co-efficient of discharge for the orifice, if the actual discharge is

10.75 litre/s ?

Unrr - III

(a) Define the following properties of hydraulic oil.

(i) Demulsibnity (ii) Oxidation stability (iii) Lubticity (iv) Pour point

(b) Explain the working of a gear pump.

On

(a) Explain the working of a hydraulic intensifier.

(b) Explain viscosity and viscosity index of an.oil.

UNrr - IV

(a) Explain'with a sketch the working of an Air lubricator.

(b) Explain the principle of working of a solenoid operated valve.

On

(a) Explain the working of a pilot operated valve.

O) What are the applications of Air cylinders.
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